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1BAbstract 
The search for a single unifying theory that explains gravity along 

with quantum mechanics may have obscured the progress toward a more 
encompassing view from multiple sources.  The author shares the view 
championed by Beverly Berger and Lee Smolin at GR21 that people working 
on competing theories of quantum gravity have much to gain from 
comparing notes and sharing results.  The side-by-side and concurrent 
representations for multiple theories of gravitation in the Mandelbrot Set 
shows they are compatible and may apply simultaneously, and suggests none 
of the competing theories gives us the whole picture. 
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2BIntroduction 
The difficulty reconciling the understanding of gravity from Relativity with the 

picture of the rest from Quantum Mechanics remains vexing for Physics.  The prevailing 
approach seeks a single theory of Quantum Gravity explaining what we know while helping 
us overcome limitations resulting from our fragmented knowledge.  However; we see 
significant advances in uniting gravity and QM coming from multiple sources, where each 
approach provides useful insights into the properties a full theory must have.  This contrasts 
with the view that there should be only one clear winner in the quantum gravity field.  In her 
plenary talk at GR21; Beverly Berger suggested that people in that arena need to compare 
notes more broadly and use their competition’s successes as a springboard to further progress.  
Then in the breakout sessions; Lee Smolin reiterated that theorists in competing camps have 
much to gain from comparing notes and using their competition’s advances as a guidepost.  
The majority of theorists continue pursuing one approach however, building on their group’s 
successes but ignoring others’ progress, in an attempt to show that their approach is better. 

These candidate theories are not mutually exclusive because several approaches 
appear compatible or equivalent.  The evidence is clearly seen where universality is writ large, 
in the Mandelbrot Set and its family of associated figures.  Numerous theories of gravitation 
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and their associated phenomenology are represented in M, either side-by-side or with 
concurrent locations, so the variety of choices becomes a continuity of theoretical attributes.  
Of course; some adjustments to specific theories are needed, to make all the pieces fit 
together, but then we can see how gravity enters the picture in the three arenas of cosmology, 
everyday experience, and QM.  Since we see a confluence of theories, rather than a single 
theory, the remainder of this paper explores this and highlights the implications thereof. 

3BA Progression of Formative Elements 
Both Cosmology and the Mandelbrot Set show a progression of formative elements, 

going from the origin to the extremum.  At the origin of the cosmos; the forces of nature are 
unified, while today they are differentiated.  This motivates unifying theories and early-
universe cosmology.  In glimpsing the origin of the fundamental forces and the cosmos, we 
gain greater command of the forces of nature by understanding how the universe came to be.  
We cannot observe this regime astrophysically, it is out of reach for the largest accelerators, 
and it will remain out of reach for decades at least.  So we are left with crafting quantum 
gravity theories and hoping predictions from this work that will tell us what to look for as 
confirmation, either in the lab or astrophysically, or help us constrain the options or choices.  
Of course; it is possible the correct theory has not been proposed, or that it combines features 
of several theories, but was not noticed because of information silos and specialization.  If we 
assume the correct theory is one of the well-known models, and that if one model is right all 
the others are wrong, we may never understand gravity.  If we abandon those assumptions, 
we may find that we already have answers at hand. 

What sets gravity apart is that it is a collective and accumulative action accorded to 
and possessed by aggregate objects, rather than one described by its constituent parts.  It 
makes little difference what the parts are so long as they have mass.  Theories of 
thermodynamic [D1 D] and entropic [D2 D] gravity embody this by suggesting that gravity is a 
resultant or residual force, rather than a fundamental one.  The progression of entropy toward 
a maximum is harnessed as the source of gravity’s action, in some models, such that the 
universe’s formative progression becomes the force that drives masses together, or pulls them 
toward each other.  A similar notion is seen in theories like DGP [D3D] or Cascading gravity [D4D], 
where the early universe was higher-dimensional and where outward-pressing forces and 
degravitation in an earlier epoch, or at extremely great distances, become ordinary gravity in 
the current era and at familiar scales of distance.  In similar fashion; one can draw analogies 
between theories from vastly different schools of thought by citing similar phenomenology. 

A natural extension treats gravitation as a process of condensation [D5D], which links it 
to analog gravity research investigating black hole event horizons by studying BECs [D6 D].  
Dvali and Gomez [D7D] suggest black holes are actual Bose-Einstein condensates of gravitons, 
and this raises some interesting questions.  If more tightly condensed states like quantum 
superfluid or supersolid exist, this might result in a bounce, as is proposed in loop models [D8D].  
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There may be a need to adjust all of the prevailing models, to make them fit with each other 
seamlessly.  But I see similar predictions from several different theories as a signal we are on 
the right track, rather than a distraction.  The road to quantum gravity may not be direct 
because gravity emerges from quantum-mechanical phenomena as a process, rather than from 
a discrete solution mapping the two realms.  Cosmology is the map between quantum and 
gravity, if emergent gravity is realistic, but the true beginning and ending are unknown.  This 
limitation might be evaded by studying the Mandelbrot Set though, because of its universality.  
One can create a bifurcation diagram using its formula and it splits everywhere the boundary 
of M doubles back on itself, where the first bifurcation is at (–0.75,0i). 

 

 
Fig. 1 – the Mandelbrot Set with the bifurcation diagram for 2c c c= +  superimposed, then shifted, 
magnified, and annotated to show how the band merging point coincides with M3,1, demonstrates how 

M recreates the logistic map and the progression to chaos. 
Here the cardioid region meets the largest circular one, along the real axis.  This is 

where the boundary first doubles back on itself, and if seen as the fabric of space it is everted, 
turning inside-out.  This precisely models the transition in DGP gravity, also seen as a 5-d 
black hole → 4-d white hole transition [D9 D].  Since similar transition is seen to arise in 
Einstein-Cartan gravity [D10D] we see again how the same phenomenology arises from different 
theories, and this may indicate a predilection of nature or signify the triangulation of a single 
natural event by two or more methods.  This might be a generic feature of how universes like 
ours can arise if the fact the Mandelbrot Set mimics Cartan’s analogy for Lie group G2 
symmetries, when it is extended into higher dimensions, is non-trivial.  This also suggests a 
way to collapse the String Theory landscape, along lines suggested by Steinhardt and Vafa 
[D 11 D] where the nature of cosmological transitions determines some parameters.  Models 
featuring a 5-d black hole → 4-d white hole handily solve the weakness of gravity problem, 
because its force is diminished thereby.  This also provides a mechanism for the AdS/CFT 
correspondence [D12 D].  So the features of M on either side of the boundary foldback at  
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(–0.75,0i) reveal how the microscale Physics in the 5-d precursor universe and the macroscale 
Physics of the present-day 4-d cosmos are linked. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 – The major geometry of the Mandelbrot Set can be constructed by rolling a circle on another of 
equal size, to form the cardioid, and then placing another circle of equal size at the extremum. 

Another point of confluence is found along the tail section or main antenna of M.  
The Misiurewicz point M3,1 near (–1.543689,0i) depicts both a Schwarzschild event horizon 
and the quantum critical point of Bose-Einstein condensation, replicating Dvali and Gomez.  
This is easiest seen in the Mandelbrot Butterfly figure, where points are colored in when the 
iterand magnitude diminishes over 3 values.  By suppressing lower-order solutions, one can 
also reveal what is beneath the topmost layer representing the black hole radius, to expose the 
superfluid and supersolid condensation areas.  This completes the story.  M3,1 satisfies the 
solvable equation 2 2 2 2 2(( ) ) ( )c c c c c c c+ + + = + +  which makes it possible to obtain both 
an exact algebraic answer for its location and numerical solutions to any number of places.  
This is not the case, for most points in M.  But our interest here is to show that this point, 
while innocuous and easily missed, has structures which model gravitational horizons that 
have no charge or spin.  In addition; it is the same location where all the trajectories converge, 
in the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 1.  What we see in Fig. 3 is a section of the 
Mandelbrot Butterfly figure near M3,1 showing how it mimics both event horizons and BEC 
formation.  Details appear in my earlier papers, so here I emphasize only that a confluence of 
gravity theories coincide or overlap at this point. 
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Fig. 3 – the largest disc at the base of the Butterfly is on left and magnified below at M3,1.  One layer is 

removed by suppressing the lowest order solution on right, to show coalescence or condensation. 
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